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 Abstract

 If a cyclic permutation which is not a double has a representative in a
 piecewise weakly monotone map of an interval, then it has a fundamental
 representative in that map.

 Let 7T be a cyclic permutation of {l,...,n}, and let / be a continuous
 map of a compact interval to itself, a map of an interval for short. A repre-
 sentative 7T in / is a set P = {pi, . . . ,pn} such that if P is labeled so that
 Pi < < Pn, then each f(pi) = S. Baldwin's forcing relation [0]
 on cyclic permutations (an extension of Sharkovskiï's Theorem) is defined in
 terms of representatives. 7r forces 6 if every map of an interval which has a rep-
 resentative of 7T also has a representative of 6. (i r and 9 may be permutations
 of different numbers of elements.)

 In [0] the authors developed an efficient (polynomial-time) algorithm for
 deciding the forcing relation. An important ingredient of that algorithm is
 the notion of fundamental representative , defined below. We showed that to
 decide whether 7 r forces 6 , it is sufficient to consider only maps of an interval
 known as truncated horseshoe maps, and that any cyclic permutation which
 has a representative in a truncated horseshoe map also has a fundamental
 representative in it. This leads to the question: for which maps / of an interval
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 and which cyclic permutations n is it true that if 7r has a representative in /,
 then it also has a fundamental representative in /?

 Informally, a representative P of n in / is fundamental if the monotonicity
 of f on certain intervals containing points of P is the same as the monotonicity
 of L* on the corresponding intervals containing points of {1, . . . , n}, where Ln :
 [1, n] - ► [1, n] is obtained by "connecting the dots" of {(i, 7r(¿)) : i = 1, . . . , ri]
 with straight lines. In order to make the definition of fundamental precise, we
 introduce some additional concepts and terminology.

 Let g : I - ► I be a map of an interval and let Ji, . . . , Jm be nondegenerate,
 compact subintervals of I such that each max Jk < min Jfc+i. The Markov
 graph of g with respect to (Ji, . . • , Jm) is the directed graph with vertices

 , J m and an edge Jk - > > Je if and only if g(Jk) 2 Je- The Markov graph
 of 7 r is the Markov graph of Lw with respect to ([1, 2], . . . , [n - 1, n]). (It may
 be defined in terms of 7r alone.)

 For 6 > 0 small enough and for k = 0, . . . , n, there is a unique integer À/t
 such that jL£[1, 1 4- 6] Ç [A*:, A^ 4- 1]. The loop

 [Ao, Ao 4- 1] - ► [Ai, Ai + 1] - > • • • - ► [Àn_i, Àn_i + 1] -s ► [An, Àn 4- 1]

 in the Markov graph of it is called the fundamental loop of 7r. (Since Ao =
 An = 1, it really is a loop, not just a path.)

 A representative P of 7r in / is fundamental if for 8 > 0 small enough and
 for k = 0, . . . , n - 1, / is weakly monotone , i.e., nondecreasing or nonincreas-
 ing, but not constant on fk [min P, min P 4- 6} , nondecreasing or nonincreasing
 according to whether L r is increasing or decreasing on [Afc,A^ 4 1].

 Finally, 7r is a double if n is even and for k = 1, . . . , n/2, 7r(2fc - 1) and 7t(2 k)
 are consecutive integers. (In this case, it is a "double" of the permutation of
 {1, . . . ,n/ 2} defined by i •-> j if {n{2i - l),7r(2i)} = {2 j - 1,2 j}.)

 Theorem 1 Suppose that f is a piecewise weakly monotone map of an interval
 and that ir is not a double . If 7r has a representative in f, then it has a
 fundamental representative in f.

 Proof. We may assume that n > 2. Let P = {p' , . . . , pn} with p' < • • • < pn
 be a representative of 7 r in /. Let g : [pi,pn] - > [pi,pn] be a continuous
 piecewise weakly monotone map such that every fundamental representative of
 7T in g also is a fundamental representative of 7r in /. To form g , first we
 "truncate" / to form fP : [pi>Pn] -» 'pi,pn}- On 'pk,pk+ 1], let

 {min ma f(x) x(f(pk), (f(pk), f(Pk+ f(Pk+ 1)) 1)) otherwise. f(x) fix) < > max(fipk), min (f(pk), f(Pk+ fipk+ 1)) 1)) {min ma x(f(pk), f(Pk+ 1)) fix) > max(fipk), fipk+ 1)) f(x) otherwise.
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 Then let g : [pi,pn] - ► [Pi,Pn] be obtained from fp by "pouring water" [0]
 into the graph of fp on the intervals [pi , P2] > • • • , [Pn-i>Pn]- On [pk,pk+i], let

 g(x) = min( max fP(y), max fp(y)).
 Pk<y<x x<y<Pk+ 1

 Then g = / on P, so P is a representative of 7r in p. Furthermore, g is weakly
 monotone but not constant on each 'pk,pk+ 1]> nondecreasing or nonincreasing
 according to whether L ^ is increasing or decreasing on [fc, k + 1]. Hence a
 representative of 7r which is fundamental in g is also fundamental in /. So we
 show that 7 r has a fundamental representative in g.

 The map [fc, fc + l] [p*;,pfc+i] is an isomorphism of the Markov graph of 7r
 onto the Markov graph of g with respect to ([pi,p2], • • • » [Pn-i>Pn])- Therefore,
 corresponding to the fundamental loop of 7r, there is a loop

 [PAO > PAO + I] * [PAiîPAi + I] * **" * [PAn- 1 ' PAn-l+l] * [PAoîPAO + I]

 in the Markov graph of g with respect to ([pi,p2]> • • • > [Pn-iîPn])-
 Then J = r'k=0g~k[p'k,p'k+ļ] is an interval and gn is weakly monotone

 but not constant on J. Since gn(J) 2 «/» ^n(^) = z f°r some z e J. The
 orbit {z, . . . ,gn~l(z)} of any such z is a representative of 7 r in g. Since the
 monotonicity of g on [pkiPk+i] is the same of that of L ^ on [k,k + 1], such
 an orbit is fundamental if for <5 > 0 small enough and k = 0, ...,n - 1,
 g is weakly monotone but not constant on gk[z, z + 6], Now L£(l) = 1 G
 r'7k-()L~k[XkìXk + 1]» so L™ is increasing on this interval. Therefore gn is
 nondecreasing on J.

 Let z be the largest fixed point of gn in J such that gn{x) < x for all x < z.
 li z = p2, then gn'piip2' = [pi,i>2], hence for k = 0, . . . ,n - 1, A =
 is the only integer such that g[p'k,p'k+i] D [pajPa+i]- Then the (unique)
 edge which originates at[p,'fc>PAfc+i] terminates at [pAfc+nPAfc+i+i], and so the
 (unique) edge which originates at [A^, 4- 1] terminates at [Afc+i,Afc+i + 1].
 The fundamental loop of 7r has length n, and because 7r is not a double, the
 fundamental loop of 7r is simple , i.e., does not consist of multiple repetitions
 of a shorter loop [0], Lemma 3.6. But there are only n - 1 vertices in the
 Markov graph of 7r, so z / pl. Therefore z <p2, and for 6 > 0 small enough,
 gn is nondecreasing but not constant on [z,z + 6]. Hence the orbit of z is a
 fundamental representative of 7r in /. □

 If / is not piecewise weakly monotone, the concept of a representative of
 7 r being fundamental in / need not make sense. If 7r is a double, the proof
 breaks down. For then the fundamental loop of 7r is the repetition of shorter
 loops, and we conclude not that g has a representative of 7 r, but rather that
 it has a representative of a cyclic permutation of fewer than n points. In fact,
 the result need not be true when n is a double. Let 7r = (1324) - a double of
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 (12) - and let / : [1, 4] - ► [1, 4] be the map obtained by "connecting the dots"
 of

 {(1,3), (2, 4), (3 - <5, 2 - <5), (3 + <5, 2 + Ô), (4, 1)}

 with straight lines, where 6 > 0 is small. Then {1,2,3,4} is the unique
 representative of 7r in /. But it is not fundamental. (That (12) is itself a
 double is irrelevant.)
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